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ABSTRACT

A computational framework for dynamic scene analysis with respect to 3D-real-time tracking of human motion in typical road environment is presented. In contrast to the practice of many pattern recognition techniques which refrain from considering the underlying signal process, this approach utilizes a modified observer concept from control theory to keep track of changing image features and to aggregate them in a deductive rather than an inductive manner. A procedure of recursive estimation of limb states is derived for humans modelled as mechanical multibody system; it is supported and updated by feature based image sequence processing. For system development with versatile input signals and for an assessment of estimator performance an extensive animation tool has been designed. The proposed approach requires moderate computational power so that the complex recognition task may be accomplished in real-time in the near future. It promises less redundancy and may serve as a simulation of perception in general.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation

The project objective towards automatically recognizing humans and their movements from image sequences was conceived in the scope of general object recognition for the purposes of autonomous road vehicle navigation and driver support in an Autobahn-like environment. It essentially means an extension of the successful work on road following that emerged at UBM over the last decade; on an object detection level, different modules will operate on cars, fixed obstacles, traffic signs etc. [Dickmanns 89, Dickmanns 91]. The motivation for detecting human beings within an autopilot (and driver assistance system) is justified by their need of special protection in road traffic as well as their ability to signal messages by gestures relevant for cooperative vehicle control. Other applications of the system presented here are imaginable in the fields of psychology and movement analysis [Proffitt 86], sports training or kinesiology and rehabilitation medicine where pathological gait patterns are to be analysed.

Activities with a similar scope on the topic of visual body motion detection are known [Hogg 83, Hogg 88, Rohr 90]. Various other studies have been pursued, e.g. emphasizing the occlusion problem, segmentation techniques [Leung 87] or detection by using markers.

1.2. System concept

Figure 1 gives an overview on the system concept. Instead of mere pattern matching of image information with previously stored shape or movement patterns the camera data are compared with internal assumptions of a spatio-temporal process model. This presumes motion states of an external object, i.e. a human body acting in a partially known environment (dynamic movement model). Thereby the static, unmove state of a figure is treated as a special case of the figure being in motion. The process model maps image features according to its momentary internal state onto the image plane for comparison with data which are associated with the process going on in the real world. It also directs feature extraction after it has been itself initialized by image processing during bootstrapping including first model selection. As a figure’s effigy is processed through spatial dimensions and time, the computer model can be regarded as a means of recursive reconstruction of object states occurring in reality, like in the observer loop concept in standard control theory.

In contrast to this concept, however, a pure recognition task whether being able to control the counterpart is at hand here. The process model has no capability to exert an influence on the outside obstacles it is imitating, the adjustment strategy is based merely on visual input. So the task of signal decoding, i.e. signal restoration from a known carrier
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and its classification into the initial symbolic meaning prevails. The figure movement parameters over time are considered characteristic for a conveyed message by gestures as part of nonverbal communication.

The idea is also to investigate how far methods of image generation and visualisation (computer graphics area) can positively influence the results that can be achieved in the recognition field (computer vision area). In order to point out these separate paths, this paper splits into two major parts, a synthesis section and an analysis section. In the first one an animation tool for creating synthetic image sequences for the application domain is described. It uses three different model classes for the calculation of movement trajectories. The second part deals with both state estimation, which is explained in detail, and image analysis (as a prerequisite for obtaining measurement values).

1.3. System organization

The work that has been accomplished is reflected by four coordinated partial process modules all being implemented on a SGI graphics workstation as a simulation facility. Figure 2 gives an overview over the main signal flow. Control values and synchronizing data are exchanged by the UNIX message passing mechanism.

The first two processes serve as sources for pixel data:

An image sequence recall process is able to display various stored CCD-camera images onto a screen for purposes of testing image processing algorithms, checking their robustness, and for preparing applications outside the simulation environment.

Secondly, an animation process (described in the synthesis section) synthetically generates image sequences with figures and background objects under user control. It meets the requirements for handy test signals, for having a performance measure for the estimation procedure, and for obtaining multiple training material for future classifiers. Figure 3 gives an impression of used input images.

The next two modules belong to the analysis part of the recognition task and are described in detail later in this paper.

The image processing module is the mediator between pixel source and state estimation and picks up screen pixel data and searches for edges as basic image features. It sends information marking search areas to the imaging process and measurement values to the state estimation. This module is the basis for early recognition, proper initialization of state estimation and it supplies the necessary features for estimator update.

The estimation process contains the generic models, synchronizes and controls all other processes and may receive reference values from the animation side.

Fig. 1: Signal relation and basic idea
2. SYNTHESIS

The animation tool, which provides flexible means for test signal generation, can be looked at in two aspects, a geometric and a movement generating one (see figure 5).

2.1 Geometry

The figures are regarded as articulated bodies and are geometrically represented by volume models and a limited number of limb joints giving a compromise between realistic shape and modelling effort. The model follows major ideas in the wide-spread field of computer graphics [Dooley 82, Thalmann 90]. As for real human mobility, the body has 107 degrees of freedom according to [Fischer 06], not taken into account the vertebral and jaw. Nevertheless, in order to achieve a somewhat natural appearance and movability less effort is required, but the interdependence between good-looking movements and pleasing body representation has to be borne in mind. An adjustable figure repertoire with different shapes and scale factors has been created, also clothing artefacts are implemented. Figure 4 gives an impression of the degree of modelling detail. The limb ends are thoroughly modelled such that under no circumstances undesirable gaps at joints occur.

2.2. Movements

The actual issue of animation - animating objects, i.e. let them move - can be performed threefold with the existing tool:
- by a kinetik approach (implemented for the particularly critical simulation of human gait),
- by kinematic movement description (for less complex definition of cyclic movement of arms) and
- by key-frame interpolation (for being able to uniformly animate a whole figure and to switch smoothly between single movement patterns).

Firstly, an exclusively kinetic approach is assigned for leg movement during normal walking only. Stiffed leg locomotion was enhanced by including knee flexion. Regarding the stance leg as an inverted pendulum and

![Fig. 2: Inter-process communication](image)

![Fig. 3: Sample input image](image)

![Fig. 4: Wire frame rendering of figure specimen](image)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>geometry</th>
<th>movements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• 3-D volume model</td>
<td>• dynamic (kinetic control)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 15 single objects for limbs, torso, head</td>
<td>based on Lagrange equations and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forming figure with fixed topology</td>
<td>biomechanical studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 13 joints with degrees of freedom from 1-3</td>
<td>• procedural (kinematic description)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(resulting in a total of 22 d.o.f.)</td>
<td>with generator functions of sinusoidal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• uniformly described, flexibly generated partial</td>
<td>or triangular shape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objects with octagonal sectional area, adaptable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape and different size (morphology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• anthropometric data for suitable body properties</td>
<td>• key-framing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• material definitions and light model</td>
<td>using cubic splines for separate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for realistic rendering</td>
<td>interpolation in space and time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>between chosen body poses derived from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>movement studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5: Figure model for animation

the swinging leg as a double pendulum system for the swing phase of walking [Alexander 84, Mochon 80] without external forces and friction, leads to 3 coupled differential equations yielding typical gait patterns. In order to solve these equations, which contain in great number sine- and cosine-terms of angle differences as coefficients, linearizations around the reference state (figure standing upright) is done, giving dependent eq. 1a-c:

\[
\begin{align*}
K_1 \ddot{\Theta} - C_2 \dot{\Theta} - C_3 \dot{\Psi} &= W_1 \Theta \\
K_2 \ddot{\Phi} + C_1 \dot{\Psi} - C_2 \dot{\Theta} &= -W_2 \Phi \\
K_3 \ddot{\Phi} + C_1 \dot{\Psi} - C_2 \dot{\Theta} &= -W_3 \Psi
\end{align*}
\]

(1a) (1b) (1c)

with \( \Theta, \Phi, \Psi \) each representing the flexion angle of stance leg, thigh and shank of the swing leg relative to the vertical (see figure 6), and \( K_i, C_i, W_i \) as mechanical constants and body parameters. Further approximations after comparing the sizes of remaining coefficients relative to each other, leads to a direct solution for three joint angles that still very well specify the leg motion during one swing cycle:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Theta &= A_{11} \exp(T_1 t) + A_{12} \exp(-T_1 t) \\
\Phi &= A_{21} \cos(T_2 t) + A_{22} \sin(T_2 t) \\
\Psi &= A_{31} \cos(T_3 t) + A_{32} \sin(T_3 t)
\end{align*}
\]

(2a) (2b) (2c)

with three individual time constants \( T_1, T_2 \) and \( T_3 \). Constants \( A_{ij} \), together with another parameter \( T_s \) (swing time) are to be calculated from seven initial and boundary (final) conditions that are imposed, i.e. geometric conditions (a-b), experimental results (c), suitable prescriptions (d-g):

\[
\begin{align*}
l \cos \Theta_0 - l_1 \cos \Phi_0 - l_2 \cos \Psi_0 - d \sin \alpha &= 0 \\
l \sin \Theta_0 + l_1 \sin \Phi_0 + l_2 \sin \Psi_0 - d \cos \alpha &= s_L - d
\end{align*}
\]

(3a) (3b)

\[
l \sin \Phi(T_s) - \sin \Theta_0 = 0.9 d \\
\Psi(T_s) = \Phi(T_s) \\
\Phi(T_s) = \Theta(T_s) = -\arcsin \left( \frac{s_L}{2l} \right)
\]

(3c) (3d) (3e)
In order to unify all limb and body movements and to be able to switch smoothly between single movement patterns, a third approach utilizes fairly popular key-frame interpolation technique together with cinematographic movement studies [Muybridge 55]. Here, a movement pattern is defined by designing a set of 9 body poses

\[ S(x) = \{S_0, S_1, \ldots, S_{n-1}\} \quad \text{with} \quad x \in [0_0, x_a]. \quad (4a) \]

Using the Hermite form of cubic parametric splines (as a piecewise approximation of cubic polynomial functions)

\[ S_i(x) = a_i + b_i(x-x_i) + c_i(x-x_i)^2 + d_i(x-x_i)^3, \quad (4b) \]

an interpolation between joint angle control points is performed. For calculating \( a_i, b_i, c_i, d_i \) the control point position and either first or second derivatives at the two interval boundaries are utilized (from interval to interval continuity of these values is provided). For joint movements of the model this means a direct definition of angular velocity or acceleration which allows to account for physical boundary conditions in the context of movement definition.

Subsequently, the movement description is factored into shape and motion; a separate manipulation of positional and time splines according to [Stekete 85] gives the user various possibilities to alter the movement appearance and to create complicated patterns. These also can be blended with partial movements generated by both methods described above. Figure 7 depicts a typical movement pass defined by 9 key-frames.

3. ANALYSIS

3.1. Image processing

For extracting image information edges are the feature primitives. They are detected by differential operations performed in limited search areas on a grey scale intensity image, alternatively with homogenous background or with distracting edges. As edge detector one mask out of a set of five individual gradient masks - 5x5-picture elements (pixels) each - is applied in two orthogonal search directions. The search paths are a few 10 pixels long yielding several correlation extrema in the image area in question.

As a human figure in motion exhibits a non-rigid shape a meaningful local connection of single measurement values (in a gestalt-sense of psychology) within a limb finder supplies orientation, position, length and variance (as a confidence value) for straight line segment approximations of limb parts. Criteria for connecting single data values for a least squares fit are their absolute and relative sizes, their standard deviation estimated from a correlation function discussion, and the relationship with expected line properties assumed by the dynamic process model. Especially vertical lines as contour elements and double edges are searched for. The successful operation of the image analysis can be monitored by the reconstruction of a stick figure (see figure 7). Apart from the two vertical lines, short lines
representing edges of thighs and shanks can be seen; they are used to calculate the leg skeletons.

In the initialization phase, the operation of image analysis with the goal of forming the inductive step towards an initial object hypothesis still needs some improvement. Provided that a valid object model has been found, feature tracking subsequently can be supported by the process model that helps in systematically deriving search regions and test features from one hypothesis. The measured features either verify the supposition, and the model will be updated, or falsify it with the rejected model being replaced by another one. In the future, the search area will be confined by road recognition because only in the vicinity of lanes objects are presumed to be obstacles.

3.2. State estimation

The second part of the analysis task resides in the estimation process incorporating the two major steps of recursive estimation [Kalman 60, Maybeck 79]: correction and prediction (see figure 8). Estimation is supported and updated by pre-interpreted features

Fig. 7: Reconstructed limb orientations

Fig. 8: Estimation procedure
collected from image processing, i.e. measured edges. These noisy measurement values are filtered according to the presently supposed set of state variables. It is distinguished between the rigid motion of the overall figure (inertial 3-D pose), its geometric properties (3-D shape), and the movement of the articulated body (multiple limb motion). Individual estimators are in operation simultaneously for determining the best fitting state variables belonging to these three classes; all together maintain geometric coherence of the semi-independent partial volume models, and temporal coherence of motion and movement variables. So, in a deductive step edge properties derived from an instantiated generic model (having become a specific model for a time instant) are used to direct the image measurement process and to assess measurement quality.

The essential information that the models are to deliver consists of the motion states in all joints (joint angles) in order to solve the pattern recognition task. The figure movement is regarded as fully recoverable from these state variables as psychological recognition experiments [Johansson 73] show that joint positions traced over time are sufficient for that purpose.

To follow one exemplary estimation cycle in discrete time (see figure 8), one set of knee state variables, flexion angle and angular velocity, is propagated from time instance k to k + 1 through the following transition equation (prediction block in figure 8)

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\theta' \\
\hat{\theta}'
\end{pmatrix}
_{k+1} =
\begin{pmatrix}
\cos \omega t & \sin \omega t / \omega \\
-\cos \omega t & \cos \omega t
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
\theta' \\
\hat{\theta}'
\end{pmatrix}
_k
\]

(5)

where \(\omega\) is the cycle frequency and \(\tau\) the sample time. This transition matrix is well suited to predict cyclic changes. Accepting other state variables to be valid that influence the image features (here: shank skeleton line segment properties), an approximate perspective mapping equation for edge orientation \(\beta\) for the shank,

\[
\beta = \arctan \left( \frac{K_y}{K_z} \frac{sin(\varphi_F)}{cos(\theta_P + \theta_K)} \right)
\]

(6)

is applied, with \(K_y, K_z\) camera parameters, \(\varphi_F, \theta_P, \theta_K\) jaw angle of whole figure, flexion relativ angles in pelvis and knee joints, respectively.

Figure orientation is expected to be greater than 0 deg. in this case (90 deg. is walking direction perpendicular to the viewer). When deviations to the real values increase considerably due to decrease of figure orientation from 90 deg. the knee angles are not observable any more and no innovation takes place. Provided that corresponding image features are found, mapped edge and measured edge are compared and the internal model is adjusted. After application of constraints which check whether the recent values are reasonable or not, i.e. whether they are within the physiologically possible ranges or are consistent with movement semantics, the next estimation cycle begins.

Figure 9 shows curves of estimated pelvis and knee flexion angles recovered from the same animation sequence (broken lines) against the reference values. The pelvis estimates anticipate the true values about one cycle in advance. The knee angles have not been limited to the \(0^\circ\)-level here. The estimation is robust also when invalid measurement values fail to up-date the state estimates, e.g. in the interval from 2.64 - 3.12 sec. for the knee angle. All curves quickly converge towards their true values in the beginning.

![Fig. 9: Curves of estimated pelvis and knee angles](image_url)
4. CONCLUSION

A simulation environment has been created to achieve two aims: first to allow for a convenient development of obstacle detection algorithms for practical real-time operation with 'VaMoRs', the autonomous vehicle of UBM; and secondly to study the practicability of the design of fully automated recognition and classification of gait patterns (lower extremities, locomotion) and waving movements (upper limbs, signalling of messages). Not applying sophisticated image feature detectors but adequately combining single measurement values under model control has been attempted. This approach also reflects both the synthesis and analysis aspects of computer vision.

Preliminary results concerning the detection of lower limbs show the possibility of tracking relevant image features and being able to reconstruct selected movement parameters for future decision of class membership. The presented rudimentary study with its computer realization for a specific application domain may also evolve to a contribution to the endeavour of revealing principles of visual perception through analysis by synthesis.
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